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Mauritius the land of gorgeous beaches because of which it has become one of the most extra
ordinary holiday destinations of the world. Mauritius is also known for its tropical island paradise with
interesting history of ethnic immigration that offers all the travelers the worldâ€™s most incredible natural
beauty. Apart from the exceptional beaches the land is blessed with pleasant islands, striking flora
and fauna, elegant history and magnificient tourist places to attract visitors from all parts of the world
for their honeymoon, family tours, beach holidays etc. Apart from its beauty Mauritius tourism is
known for its hospitality and cooperation for making memorable holidays for the visitors who flock
from all parts of the world. This destination is particularly interesting for adventure lovers as one can
indulge into adventure sports like skiing, under water walk, under water scooter, kayaking,
submarine ride, snorkeling, surfing, scuba diving and much more. So pack your bags and come
here to witness the rich historical treasure, picturesque architecture, dazzling landscapes which you
can find nowhere else in the world except with Mauritius tour packages. As it also offer an
opportunity to discover a lot more than almost anywhere in the country and it never fails to appeal
you with its diverse attractions.

The world is really big and its boundaries are infinite. Singapore tourism is regarded to be one of the
most popular packages that you could ever get; the beauty of Singapore tourism is that there is
something to suit all age groups and interests. Singapore tour packages takes you to places like
Asian civilization museum which is a form of three museums of National museum of Singapore,
Escape theme park which is Singaporeâ€™s biggest outdoor theme park which will certainly thrill and
excite you, Jurong Bird Park which is the largest and most remarkable bird park in South East Asia.
Singapore tour also takes you to places like Kent Ridge Park, Merlion which is 8.6 meters high and
weighs as heavy as 70 tones located at the mouth of Singapore River. one can also be a part of
night safari which is the first wildlife park built specially to be viewed at night unlike the traditional
nocturnal houses elsewhere, Pulau Ubin a small island shaped like a boomerang, Singapore Johore
Battery , Singapore zoo, Sir Stamford Raffles statue, the Fillerton hotel on your holiday to
Singapore. So get ready to be a part of this fun loving land.
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Mark Spncer - About Author:
a Mauritius Tour Package - Book Mauritius Tours & travel packages at MakeMyTrip. Mauritius
Tour & holiday Packages can be customized. Plan a tourism, travel to Mauritius and its various
tourist attractions with Mauritius holiday packages. Explore exciting Mauritius Tourism with cheap
vacation packages.
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